
SOLAR FLY TRAP INSTRUCTIONS

Placing The Trap
1. Place trap in direct sunlight

2. If temperatures exceed 95° place the trap
 in partial or indirect sunlight

3. On rainy days, place plastic wrap over the lid
 and secure with string or a rubber band

4. Never use trap indoors

How Do They Work?
The trap, constructed of a light weight aluminum 
mesh and banding, is the size of a 12” diameter 
round hat box. Inside is an inverted cone and at the 
bottom is a suspended bait bowl. Flies are attracted
to the bait but bypass it and move up the cone 
where they’re trapped inside the chamber and 
dehydrated by the sun. When the trap is full of dead 
� ies, it’s time to empty the chamber.

Solar Fly Trap Tips
1. If legs or lid are slightly bent, they can easily  
 be bent back into position

2. To clean, empty/dispose � ies and hose trap off

3. Avoid splashing bait on clothing

4. Store mixed bait outdoors in a cool, dry area

5. Extra unmixed bait may be stored in refrigerator

6. For best results, add one tablespoon of bait to  
 the bowl every day or every other day

Substitute Bait: Mix one beaten egg with a can of 
beer or soda and pour into bait bowl until about 1 
quarter full. Once Solar Fly Trap bait has fermented, 
add to the substitute bait mixture in bowl.

Add Bait Mixture to Trap 
1. Once fermented, pour the bait mixture through  
 trap lid and through the inverted mesh cone into  
 the bait bowl or lift the lid off the trap and pour  
 through inverted mesh cone into the bait bowl.

2. Re� ll bait bowl as needed.

Prepare the Bait
1. To prepare bait, pour the yeast and the catalyst  
 into a 1 gallon plastic jug (not included).

2. Slowly add a half gallon of warm water, cap 
 and shake lightly to dissolve the bait. 

3. Once dissolved, add more warm water to 
 nearly � ll the jug leaving a 2” space at top 
 and mix thoroughly.

4. Place cap on loosely, allowing gasses to escape  
 during fermentation. 

5. After 2-3 days lid can be secured. Bait will take  
 7 days to ferment prior to use.

6. Keep bait away from children and pets

Package Contains:
1 Assembled Solar Fly Trap

1 Solar Fly Trap Bait packet 
containing yeast package & 
catalyst package (ammonia 
carbonate)

1 Instruction sheet
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Components

Solar Fly Trap with Lid Off

Yeast Package

1 Gallon Plastic Jug
(not included) 

Catalyst Package

+

Plastic Jug & Bait Packages

Package Contains:
1 Assembled Solar Fly Trap

1 Solar Fly Trap Bait packet 
containing yeast package & 
catalyst package (ammonia 
carbonate)

1 Instruction sheet
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